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t ug III ComA month ol
incl tidrolintries,
munist-run
ing 10 days in Russia, has
cons inced Dave Slut% er that
the I nited States "hail better
get on the ball in a hurry."
Shaver’s opinions of the
0.s.S.R. reflects his concern after
seeing the way of Communist -led
to death,"
life. "It scares a person
he said, to see what can happen
Everybody looks the
to a country.
same, acts alike anddoesn’t talk
very much."
Shaver, a 22 -year-old senior
speech and drama major, returned
tour
in August from a seven -month
of Europe, where he shot more
than 5000 feet of film, 1000 slides,
made five tapes for the NBC
-Monitor" show and tape recorded
commentaries during the trip. He
also kept a diary.
Ile toiired the area in a Volkswagen bus with an SJS graduate,
Jerry Jensen.
"The trip to Ititstdat really
owned my eyes," Shaver said.
"A month of living in .....
countries is enough."
Shaver encouraged anyone who
goes to Europe to be certain to
visit Russia, though he admitted
it tok one full year to obtain a
visa to see the Soviet nation.
SECRET U.S. INTEREST
He indicated the Russians are,
however, interested in this country.
’’If you can get them off by themselves they are curious about the
American people," he said. Shaver
told how after visiting ’ Poland,
East and West Germany, Yugoslavia and other satellite countries,
he thought the more Communism
has infiltrated into a country, "the
lower the standard of living."
Shaver toured the University
of Moscow, where he said the
21,000 students, "take everything much more seriously than
they do here." He added, "Student life Is all business."
Shauer and his friend were guided ek,rywhere by an In -Tourist
:lode v. ho never let the men out
,
it,. 0,, en went in th,.

’

ioni %%011 us,
I T said.
"There are many churches," he
continued, "and all are filled."
A personal contact with dictatorships came when the two Californians assisted a family of refugees across the Austria-Hungarian border into the American
sector of Germany.
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Entries Due Today
For Queen Contest

I.ntries for the lloineconting Queen contest are due
by 5 p.m. today at the Student Activities Office, Mm242, with more than 30 candidates anticipated.

DAVE SHAVER
... Spartan’s eye-view

a

Sallie Hernandez, Homecoming
Queen chairman, said sponsoring
organizations may submit queen
contestant entry blanks with three
glossy photos of the candidate
until the 5 p.m. deadline today.
The student election to choose
10 semi-finalists will be Oct. 22

IMC Features Dance
After Game Tonight

and 23. Candidates are to meet
7 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 13, at the
Student Union to draw for position
on the ballot.
Students interested In working
on the Queen’s committee should
attend the meeting Tuesday
night to receive instructions,
Miss Ilernundez said.
Late entries in the novelty division of the Homecoming parad,
also may be submitted at the A
tivities Office.
Parade entries are expected
be about double last year’s :.
units. Bill Moore, parade chairman
said some 50 units are expected
to enter the parade.
A Western theme will carry out
the Homecoming activities leading
up to the Spartans match with the
Wyoming Cowpokes at 8 p.m..
Nov. 7,
About 30,000 spectators are expected to watch the Homecoming
parade which begins at 5 p.m.
Nov. 7.

’Inadequate Facilities’

Spartan Trailer Court
To Shutter Next Year
... ..,ns are not up to
The Spartan City Trailer Richard Murphy said yesterstandard, Mr. Murphy continued.
,Court As ill be closed next day.
factor in the forthcomJuly 1 because of inadequate The college has tried to keep ingAnother
discontinuation of the developfacil it ies a 11.1 insufficient the 15 units self-supporting, but 1 ment, Mr. Murphy said, was conthe Spartan City housing developI len 1114’
Manager ment has had to
fillnik
carry the load for tinued operation contrary to city
S

tu d entCourt

Bids Open
’Ti! Tuesday

he past few years, Mr. Murphy
d. The trailer court has dependI on the housing for one-half or
alore of its support.
The rents were raised to the
state-allowed maximum, but this
was still not enough to make the
court pay for itself.
Mr. Murphy said the court was
built when trailers were much
smaller. The facilities are not adequate for modern trailers, he said.
Spaces have become crowded,
creating a fire hazard, and the

ordinances. The court was built
some time ago in what was then
an unincorporated area. Since thiit
time the city has taken over and
local regulations have changed.
Such things as fence size, speclog of trailers, and open burning
are directly against city regulations, Murphy explained.
The trailer court was annexed
to Spartan City in 1951. It was originally a tennis court. It has been
. open to all married students with
their own trailers.

Applications for three positions
on the SJS Student Court will be
accepted until Tuesday, Chief JusThe Independent Men’s Council dance
in the Women’s Gym
tice Jerry Alexander announced
will hold its second after-game following the Oregon football
today.
* * *
game, Dick Johnston, IMC presiThe three internal offices to 1
filled are corresponding secreta,
dent, announced yesterday.
Aid two recording secretaries.
The dance should begin about 10
Recording secretaries act
To S
, p.m. and will continue until 1 a.m., Last Day (For Sure)
,,,urt clerks, taking down coal
will be the scene of the Newmanl Johnston said. The first dance held
For Stanford Tickets proceedings and filing them. Ttu
Club after game dance to be held after the Washington game,
he
Seventy-five advertising sales- Advertising Department head and
Today Is the lard day of the other secretary will handle all corpointed out, was a great success.
respondence for the campus legal men from newspapers thorughout chairman of the CNPA AdvertisSJS-Stanford $1 ticket sale.
The dance, which will take place
There were over 350 students
ing Seminar committee; Carl R.
Some 3700 tickets have been body.
from 9-12 p.m., is open to the pub- at this dance, which was in the
Applicants for the positions must California will be in San Jose to- I Hoffmann, professor of advertising
sold during the three-week sale
lic. An admission charge of 25 evening following an afternoon according to the
attend
an
and
tomorrow
to
day
Mar; and Charles E. Marshall, asStudent Affairs take shorthand and be free after
cents per person or 35 cents a f game, he said. "With an evening Business Office, TI116.
230 on Tuesday and Thursday af- advertising seminar sponsored by sociate professor of advertising.
couple will be charged.
Publish.
Newspaper
California
the
game," Johnston predicted, "this
According to Athletic Businese ternoons. An overall grade point
I Dr. Bente] and CNPA Pres.
Newman Club members will be dance should be a greater success." Manager Jerry Vroom, tickets average of 2.5 and at least a 2.2 era’ Assn.
Carroll Parcher, editor and pubthe
direction
admitted free of charge.
The
seminar,
under
Dance music will be supplied by for the Oct. Si game will he sold for the previous semester are relisher of the Glendale News-Press,
of the SJS Department of Journa hi fi phonograph with added en- I for $3.50 after today. "This is quired.
*
*
*
welcomed the participants this
is
in
Newtertainment during breaks.
Students may get applications alism and Advertising,
definitely the last day: there
morning.
Admission for the dance will be Iwill be no ettension," he said.
at the Student Union now. Inter- man Hall, 79 S. Fifth St. It began
Lectures, demonstrations, round
35 cents for stag students, or 50
with registration at 8:30 a.m.
Stanford students as well as ,. iews will be given Tuesday.
Faculty members who have table and panel discussions on
cents for couples. There also will SJS students are being charged
"Members of any class can apply," Alexander said. "Lower class - planned the seminar include Dr. I such topics as salesmanship, selbe a refreshment booth at the I for th. g
, Vrourn
Dwight Bentel, Journalism and ling problems, copy and layout,
men are welcome."
Spartan Chi Chinese Club on dance, he added.
market analysis and production
campus, will hold its "welcome"
are being presented.
8.
at
in
WG22
tonight
dance
The l’nited Fund drive among
’ The seminar will end at noon
The dance, from 8 p.m. to 12
.san ,J.e:e State faculty members
n Saturday.
netted 52200 daring the first week midnight is open to both new and
the month -long campaign, UF old members, according to Cedric
to Frank, Anne’s father, living in r hood and a "United Nations of jer, leader of the new Anne Frank
Chairman Scott Norwood, associ- Chen, club president.
11 1)1 \ NNE Hui )N1E11
Francis Fu-Tse Huang, assistant
organization in Amsterdam. Mrs.
de professor of business, said yesFrank Academy seclusion in Switzerland, and rep- Youth."
Anne
An
club
is
engineering,
of
professor
President Eisenhower forwarded Wijsmuller had saved, by bribery
resentatives of Queen Juliana and
terday
Personnel tests required by
students
of
every
naopen
to
adviser.
Queen Elizabeth of England.
his letter to the State Department and trick, over 10.000 Jewish child- the 1.11111ZI will he giten tomorThis is a marked increase over
tion and with the purpose of All those with whom he spoke which advised Dr. Hermanns to ren from the Nazis during World row in CI1149 beginning at 7:45
!,ist year’s drive when the amount
:eached for the entire month was
creating tomorrow’s world expressed great interest in the idea publish a brochure or prospectus War II. Dr. Hermanns spoke with a.m., Robert S. Martin, associate
93600 The 1959 goal, he added,
defining the purpose and organiza- her twice in Holland.
dean of students, has announced.
leaders, is in the proce-s of of the academy.
Jo $9700.
A West German government ofStudents with questiiins conby Dr. ’t\ illinutu LISTS MEMBERSHIP PLANS t !ion of the proposed academy.
organizar
The drive, continuing until Oct.
’Students of every nation would ficial has promised to appoint Al- cerning the tests should contact
In his letters, Dr. Ilermanns
Hermanns, associate professor of
1, currently has a total pledge
allowed
Dr.
said
membership."
he
outlined
his
plan
for
membership
exander
von
Hase.
a
young
historthe Student Personnel Office,
German.
,II be
4 $5700 But this figure, Professor
’Why Do We Wol
1. Membership would be for Hermanns. "Even Russians will be ian as corresponding secretary of Atim201.
Dr. Ilermanns’ interest in an orNorwood said, represents payroll the topic of a panel discussion Sunmade
will
be
However,
it
we’ve
to
Ihe West German government
ganization of this sort began when young people of at least
The battery of tests are usu:ieductions in effect from last day, 7 p.m., at the Wesley Founthe prospectus that mem- Dr. Hermanns.
a student brought him the book, years upwards.
alit taken ttefare registration
.year’s dri e.
accept
of
hOrs
the
academy
must
dation, 205 E. Santa Clara St.
2. Membership would he open to
"Diary of Anne Frank," to read
Von Hase’s father, commander 1.111 about 100 students hate not
"I’m very grateful for the work
The student panelists are Don last spring.
youths of outstanding ability ini as a primary conditiorf that man general of Berlin immediately pre- met the requirement.
of last year’s committee." he said, Sheppard, Allan Van Lehn, Leila
soul."
has
a
At first, he refused to read the the fields of art, science and lead,
vious to World War II. was hanged
and the us iilingness of the fac- Walker and Jim Metcalf.
SUPPORT RECEIVED
book because of "too vivid mem- ership.
by Hitler.
dtv .... item who have given so
Dinner will be at 6 p.m. Cost ories of a cruel past which I wishPresident Ileuss has given 100,3. The members would be diDr. Hermanns said, "The con.
thus far."
will be 40 cents.
ed to forget." He had denonuced vided into two age groups: 12-19 000 marks to restore the house in cept of the Anne Frank Academy
Hitler in Germany prior to World and 20-30. There would be a group Amsterdam in which Anne hid for peace -loving youth of the world
11
inie MinisWar II and had seen many friends of older persons which would in- when she write her diary.
came to me last summer at the ter Harold Macmillan’s ConservaMrs. Roosevelt has agreed to let International Youth Festival in
and relatives put into concentra- elude advisers, sponsors and patiN es jumped into an early lead
trona.
Dr. Hermanns use her name as a Vienna.
tion camps.
late yesterday on first returns
9. The group would include pen- patron.
However. when he learned
from a record turnout in the genQUESTIONS
ASKED
pies
of
all
races
and
creeds
and
Queen
Juliana
gave
him
the
Republie
German
East
the
that
eral elections for control of the
DOCK INJUNCTION Poo IA,
"Three questions were asked
had made a mink of Anne would work toward world brother- name of Mrs. G. Wijsmuller-MeiNEW YORK (UPI, . II Judge Irving Kaufman late yester- Frank’s persecution and death,
constantly of the democratic stud- government.
day issued ii Taft -Hartley injunction that ordered 85,000 &thing longWith 630 seats in the House of
ents by communist students from
In an attempt to [trot(’ that the
shnrempn to return to work, at East and Gulf Coast ports.
Commons at stake, the Conservaall over the world.
tiestapo officers who headed the
tives had 36 to 29 for Labor. The
The injunction halted the eight -day strike for an 80-day "cooling concentration camp in which
"They were 1.1 Can you prove
Conservatives were running ahead
r Period It was issued at near-record speed after President Eisen- Anne Frank died were now in
that Jesus lit,,d7 2.1 Can you give
hower invoked the Taft -Hartley Law Tuesday.
in the popular site, 1.171.408 to
us reasons why Communist Rushigh government positone in
1 01’. 7’11 for the I.:lb.-cites
The International Longshoremen’s Association MAI opposed the
Germany, he read the book.
sia has made more progress
West
injunction but said it would comply with it. Longshoremen from
education, health and prosr,
startled that a 13 -year was
"1
Maine to Texas were expected to resume work today at piers jamprograms in 40 years than Iv,..
old girl had such insight into
med with tons of cargo.
ous and capitalistic Russia in cenhuman behavior. I felt that the
turies?
book was inspired and had a misCOLLEGE OPENING
N DOREN INVITED
3.1 Why is it that capitalistic
sion to fulfill."
A’ASIIINGTON (UPII Charles Van Doren, who won $129,000
WROTE LETTERS
countries are having a moral deSPECIAL! You Don’t
narr,eal fame on the old TV quiz program "21," has been invited
terioration among their youth?
Speaking to various religious
have to fly your
L,.fre House investigators hut has not yet replied, Rep. and international student groups
The Anne Frank Academy bean its task to train students to
on campus, Dr. Hermanns was enli-Ark.) disclosed yesterday.
kite all over campus
cope with these propaganda ques
,liairman of the House Commerce Subcommittee investi- couraged by the reception of his
to prove you’re a
rains and to enable them to drive ;,
.1’-’ahg,.5 that some qtsiz programs were rigged, said the invita- idea. He wrote several letters to,
,ent to Van Doren Wednesday night. Harris indicated he among others, President Eisenmental wedge into their materialgood sportsman. Just
Led that Van Duren had not replied promptly.
istic dialectics."
hower, Queen Juliana of the Nethwear good sport
Many persons especially Gererlands and Mrs. Eleanor Rooseman students, with whom Dr. Her
velt
HAS JITTERS
shirts from 12,/A and
manns has spoken, feel that hi.
Mrs. Roottevelt had written
Armored cars took up stations
ih"")51). IRAQ (UPD
work may be the beginning of an
to the English transpreface
u,:hout Itavhdad
the
Premier
ground your kite.
of
wounding
the
yesterday following
International Youth Parliament lation of the diary.
I Karim Kasaem in an assassination attempt.
Ivy pullovers or
which would unite the youth of the
Tre t7tAernment
"The posltite answers to the
also lengthened the evening curfew three hours
me to spend
encouraged
free
world.
letters
help prevent any
button front 3.95;
public flare-up resulting from Wednesday’s shoot- my titration In Holland, Ger, Dr. Hermanns is in the pro, -:ng.
polo shirts, 7.95.
of preparing a prospectus for ;
PLAN ACADEMYDr. William Hermann% (left), SJS professor,
many, England and SwitzerThe public vvris
and Otto Frank, Anne Frank’s father, talking together in Switzerlication. "However, I need intom
land."
warned that police would begin enforcing a ban on
ni’l
of more than five persons which has existed here without obland about Dr. Hermanns’ plans to organize an Anne Frank Aca- ested students and faculty mere
He talked with President Heuss
demy with the purpose of creating tomorrow’s world leadera.
hers to help me," he explained.
of the West German Republic, Ot’wee for some time.

Faculty UF Sum
For Week$2200
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Step at Newman’s,
;,..11.,11,

Ad Seminar Begins
Today for Newsmen

Sparta Chi Holds
’Welcome’ Dance

professor

Organizing Academy

Tests Tomorrow

3

Wesleyans Plan

Panel Discuss;on

Conservatives
Lead in Returns

world wire
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Letters? We Get Letters
err delighted at the number of students expressing iews in the Thrust & Parry
section even though a large percentage of
them are hinting that the editor doesn’t
know what he’s talking about.
The trend in America really does seem
to he away from expressing and defending
views. The fact that a number of students
Ilene are not following that trend is good.
Even when the s iews are that we’re all
t.
Our feeling on that score is this: In line

with traditional newspaper practice, the
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111
editor and staff members express views in
Friday Fish Fry
the editorial columns. It is only fair that
other students he given an opportunity to
NO NEWS 15 MY NEWS: George Christopher
say whit they think also.
(the butcher, not the mayor) works nights as a
noodle-twirler at The Old Spaghetti Factory on
So as long as letters are not libelous or
Green
St. So what? so last weekend Geo. was twirling noodles for the
unnecessarily derogatory. they’ll he printed
Curb Painters Local ’No. 597 banquet when in flounced Abbe Lane (the
with
t any rebuttal from us and with a seamstress, not the songstress) who walked over to Geo. and yelled,
headline indicating what the writer thinks, "Hlya, Mac, how’s the lasagna business?" To which Geo. replied: "I
don’t believe we’ve been introduced."
not what we think.
J.H.A.
CAENDID CAMERA: Publicity Agent Harry Harrington, who

Parry

Thrust and
Writer Charges U.S.
With Germ Production
u, niclice in
EDITOR: Thi
theditorial recently entitled "No
somewhat
Necessary,"
Satire
amuses me. because it reveals an
ignrance that is typical in onHr
SOCIR ty.
4) is summer. I participated i!
an I,Appeal at Fort Detrick (Frederic, Md.), A Call to Stop Preparattion for Biological Warfare."
At port Detrick the United States
Go.ernment is engaged in production’ of germs and toxins for biologiyal warfare. Devices for extensive spreading of those germs
an toxins have been perfected and
produced in large quantities.
gpr the past year, officers of
the, Army Chemical Corps have
becitt engaged in a campaign to
persuade Congress that preparations for chemical and biological
warfare should be accelerated.
No* these officers have launched
a propaganda campaign to persuade the American public that
biological and chemical weapons
should be approved for retaliatory
and offensive war.
In the light of this information
I challenge the Spartan Daily
staff to find out what is happening
behind the gates of the army base
at Fort Detrick and to let our

campus community know the facts
about what is happening right
under our apathetic noses.
I might even invite a reply from
some of our Army ROTC brethren.
TOM BULL
ASB 10546

It would seem that the ad had
some basis in fact and that the
U.S. conducts research in the field
of microbiology for purposes other
than that of trying to prevent
diseases.
FRANK CIECIORKA
ASS 15134

More Fort Detrick;
Ad Editorial Blasted

Repeat ’Pledge.’ Find
Country a Republic

EDITOR: Wednesday’s editorial
concerning the ad for engineers,
mathematicians,
and
scientists
ended with this charming bit of
naivete: "But we doubt that any
research is being conducted that
would remotely come under the
classification of scientific warfare
of the kind hinted at in that ad."
As a matter of fact, just that
type of research is being done at
Fort Detrick, Md.
Nor is this something that the
U.S. is just begining to explore,
for the British paper "Peace
News" quotes Brig. Gen, J. H.
Rothschild, former commanding
general of the U. S. Chemical
Corps Research and Development
Command, as saying:
"America’s chemical and biological weapons are quite as potent
as its nuclear weapons. A single
ounce of the toxic agent known as
"Q fever" would be sufficient to
infect 28 billion people."

A &M Auto Repair

rPizza with a "Personality"

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY

HOUSE OF PIZZA

Powerglide

Hydramatic
student

395 Almaden Ave.

rotes -

456 E San Salvador

CY 7-9908

CY 5-4247

1.1/114:1(: 1 don’t know who Mr.
hans 1»,litical science instructor
is, but I’m afraid he has misinformed Mr. Haws. The United
States is in fact a republic. My
former political science teacher
said so, and I believe it to be so,
also.
I suggest Mr. Haws repeat to
himself the Pledge of Allegiance;
especially the part that goes, "and
to the reublic for which it stands."
A quick check of the Declaration
of Independence, the Articles of
Confederation, and the Constitution will show no trace of the word
"democracy."
I also would like to comment on
the excellent editorial In the same
paper entitled allo Satire Necessary." I think it was well written
and to the point. It’s hard to believe that students actually contributed money to something like
that, when they could have donated the money to the United
Fund or some other worthy cause.
DAN JACOBSON
ASS 1404

Lute Will Star
The lute and recorder will he
discussed,
and
performed upon at Tuesday’s
,orvey of music literature class,
t oncert Hall, 11:30 a.m. No
performance
Is ticheduled for
Thursdav.
Ilemonntrated,

iiho said

It-nist

A column of incidental intelligence
by JOCkleg/ brand

"BITE

THE

HAND"

Edmund Burke first noted
that some men will bite
-the hand that fed them-.
But Mark Twain, in
Pudd’nhead Wilson’’,
refined the observation and
mode it biting:
"It you pick up a starving
dog and make him prosperous, he will not bite you. This
is the principal difference
between a dog and a man,"

"PRAISE THE LORD AND ETC."
Perhaps the most popular remark to come out
of World War II is this exhortation made at
Pearl Harbor by It. Comm. Howell M. Foray,
a Navy chaplain:
"Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition."
"IGNORANCE

IS BLISS"

It was Thomas Gray who coined this comforting
generalization in behalf of all -0- students.
See his On a Distant Prospect of Eton College-.
’...where ignorance is bliss,
’Tit lolly to be wise.-
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JIM ADAMS, Editor
BILL CRAWFORD, Adv.

Mgr.
Robrt Taylor

Joanne Osman
Paul F. Elders
Dan Bauer
Grr---r,y H. Brown

Student Special
!Li

1

-Merely sensational.’ that s the judgment of college
men who have seen the new
Jockey Striped SKANTS
Jockey stylists have taken
their own original 100%
stretch nylon bikini -style
brief (already a notional
favorite)...added candy
stripes.. and produced a
garment you’ll really enjoy
wearing.
SK ANTS is cut high on the
sides with a low waistband
and comes inno choice of red,
block, green, rust or blue
stripes Look for SKANTSin stripes, or solids -in the
Jockey department at your
campus store.

Theatre in San Francisco presents Ginger Rogers in a new
comedy -musical, "The Pink Jungle." Produced by Paul Gregory,
the musical also stars Agnes
Moorehead and Leif Erickson
and will run until Nov. 7. Tickets run from $3.20 to $6.50 and
can he ordered by mail.
* * *
Tonight is opening night for a
Theater-in-the-Round style production of "Reclining Figure" at
the King DoDo Playhouse on the
grounds of the Hawaiian Gardens
in San Jose. A semi-professional
acting company will perform in
the play which is a satire on art
collectors and dealers. Curtain
time is 8:30. Special student rates

for

thusiastic students who went gaily
out to Santa Clara University tu
bear Dr. S. I. Hayakawa last Tues
day. Dr. Hayakawa was speaking
at San Jose City College "The
Gay Life" was in error.

moviegoers,
For
"The FR/
Story" plays Tuesday at the
UA
Theater and a benefit premier
will be held which will be attend,
ed by many Hollywood stars. T1-4
film stars James Stewart.
The Mayfair has "A Hole In the
Head" and "Last Train (torn Gun
Hill" co-featured, and the Towne
on the Alameda, is playing "Lady
Chatterly’s Lover." AND - the Stu.
dent Affairs Business Office has
free theater discount cards for
students, so what’s holding you
back???

YOUR EYES CAN ONLY
BE AS GOOD AS YOUR
GLASSES . . . DON’T LOOK
FOR CHEAP BAROAINS!

CONSU t T

Dr. HAROLD HASKELL
Optometrist
Complete eye examinations and
optical service. Latest styled glasses
end contact lenses fitted. Opficel
prescriptions filled.

Easiest Credit Terms
100 So, 1st St.
CY 7-1880
No Appointment Necesser.

HERM WYATT

CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES
From $4.50 to $7.00
Drive-in Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
htensper

sings Folk and Calypso

t-s"CYpress

SATURDAY NIGHT

4-9404

FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCTION
TELEVISION

JAZZ TRIO

BNOUET ROOMS

COFFEE SITOP

FOUNTAIN

Maque Coffie ilooe

San Jose, California

484

E. San Carlos

between 10th and 1 1 th

CY

HERE NOW ARE

SOZZ._.ERS
16
SUPERLATIVE
NEW CHEVROLETS
FOR 1960!

8 -Week Self

4 IMPALAS-All the car you ever yearned for! Each embodies d,stinctive treatment inside and out, with triple-unit rear lights, fingertip
door releases and safety-reflector armrests. Impala sport sedan above.

4 BEL AIRS -Priced just above Chevy’s thriftiest models! Like all
Chevies, they give you the famed Hi-Thrift 6 or a new Economy
Turbo-Fire V8 as standard equipment. 4-door Bel Air sedan above.

Improvement

Course Tea,hing:

Make Up
Figure
Control

ogy must be made to those en.

TONIGHT

COMFORT

CaldwII,

and tickets are available at
the
door.
I dislike apologies, but an apoi.

EXPRESSOS
TEAS
HOT
CHOCOLATE
ITALIAN SOFT
DRINKS
HOT SPICED
CIDER
FRUIT BLEND!.

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR Lz_
DOWNTOWN HOTEL

South First St. at -San Antonio

flIE11101, ET

Visual
Poise
Wardrobe

JOCILIISKANTS’ striped brief

A POCKETFULL OF PASSES: Was out last eve, and went to..
see the Currant hit, "Mary Stuart." Then skipped over to Trader
Vic’s for the best dinner in town, hopped across town to see a firstrate show at the hungry i, then ducked into the Sukiyaki House.
Jumped on a bus and went out to the beach for a ride on the shoot the-shoot.
*
*
*
TRITEMS: Jose Lopez is a tall, Japanese sea-weed salesman
shop
on Ruskin Hill. Jose is marcabinet
who also owns the China
ried to Inger Swensen and they have a son, Percy, who owns a
French poodle. The poodle was seen last wkend with a German
Shepherd.
*
*
*
ADD NAUSEUS ITEMS: Mrs. Herbert L. Goldbrick van Loan III,
was looking ver-r-y rich and ver-r-y angry last Sun, at the 49er game.
Why? Seems the vendor was out of orange soda. Mrs. van Loan, present spouse of Mr. van Loan, was once linked with Paul King (the pizza king) who had his fifth marriage annulled to Nelda Jane Montgomery (heiress to Montgomery St.).
SUGAR CAEN: The gold, gold, golden sun in the early morn
dawning over the hills to the east and creeping silently out to the
G’Gate Bridge. The Bridge was seen reaching out through the grey
fog over the blue water like an arm. Then the hills kind of crept in,
slow like, from the sky and overlooked the city’s bidgs. The hidgii.
looked out over the bivds, and the sts, and the aves. and up to the
F’mont and over Calif. St. to (i’liate Prk. A eat by a Howard St.
saloon went ’meow" and crept down the rd.

MONTGOMERY HOTEL

Spa2 tall

News Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editpr
Sport- Ei’l-or
: -

By JOANNE OSMAN
News Editor

Movies, dancing, golfing, dinners
out, football games- -where to begin this gay weekend?
One happy spot would be the
Longshoremen’s Auditorium near
Fishermen’s Wharf in San Francisco either tonight to tomorrow when
the swinging trumpet of Louis
Armstrong blows into town for
two performances each night -One
will be at 8:30, one at 12 midnight.
promotes Hugh O’Brian (the cowboy, not the grocery clerk) was in
Those who don’t care for the
town last wkend to promote O’Brian’s new film, "West of Laramie." gravel -throated singing of Mr.
Armstrong will find the Patricia
BAY CITY BALDERDASH: Seen with Russ Walden Iti’;’e boot- Morison "Gay ’90’s Nite" right in
black, not the candidate for mayor) was his wife, Marion, who were tune. Tomorrow night’s show beseen together with their two sons, Jffry. and Jhn. and their dghtr. gins at 8:30 in the San Jose Civic
Mrlyn.
Auditorium where a company of
50 dancers, singers and musicians
CORNFETTI: In town and dining out at Bimbo’s 365 was F’S.. will gather to present the same
At the Thin One’s table were L.S., V.W., C.A., R.T.O., S.B. and AT. show that was performed at the
... Bobby Jackson and Linda Lou Thomas are wearing each other’s Hollywood Bowl this summer.
1.d. bracelets at Lowell HI ... Willie Mays and Bill Rigney aren’t
speaking these days. So viot? So that’s William R. Mays, who owns
Ever see a "Pink Jungle?"
the Crystal Barber Shop, and Wm. T. RIgney, an apricot grower
If not, now’s your chance, for
Tenniptar Alex Olmedo was seen playingolf Mon.
from Solt-dad
Wednesday evening the Aleazar

RsIoh G

DAY EDITOR, this issue

The Gay Life

Voice
Diction

Nearest to perfection a /ow p,i,ed
car ever camel
3 BISCAYNES-These (honest to gosh) are the loweq priced of the
’60 Chevrolets. They bring you the same basic beauty and relaxing
roominept as the other models. 4-door Biscayne sedan above.

$99"
Convenient Student Terms
Interviews after 5:30 p.m.
Diplome Awarded at End of
Course
Now, en Creak self improvement
course at 99 dollars and no hidden
charges, compared to similar courses casting from 2 to 3 hundred dollars at other schools. Call today for
a personal interview and see how you,
too, can learn the basic wrists to
beauty.

5 STATION WAGONS-Style/I to parry you away, with the kind of
cargo space to carry away most anything you want to take with you!
Thrifty 2-door Brookwood above.

Phone CY 7-7060
BURBANK
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MODELING
SCHOOL
572 HALSEY AVENUE

.so ssOltrldsmil- IS. Nosh Sho.s Cto

Lbs.-saws,. NBC TV -Pal Boons Chevy Shustosout-Wsskly SIC-TV -Bid
Shelton Ch., Sussed irides. MewICES-TV.

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer

English Prof Pens Novel
’Constant Star’Success
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history any more than was abeolutely necessary."
Editor
Thisie
anti
Art
She wrote the lint draft of
Star," stir - her romantic historical novel
-The Constant
five years ago. While revising
novel by Dr. Dorothy she discarded
half of it because
exatople of in 11.1 t "It was becoming an Eliza[wile. is an
bethan
pageant."
-Hence call acatintanly per
Writer friends also revised it,
but
the
raniplisli.
result "just wasn’t me; it
to we that it
"it Seemed
be
had
to
just
that
vas a story
said.
told." Dr. Foote
professor of
associate
Foote.
Dr.
is an expert in
Inglish at SJS,
Elizabethanf
shakcsreare and the
upon the plot for
Age. She came
years go while doing
her novel 10
doctorate.
tescarch for her
became fesfirst
she
She hold
hook’s heroine,
tinated eith the
Franeet4 Walsinginun, by
Feral. Waior her rather, Sir
olgsion, us Ii" is as principal secto
What a is onian this must have
two of the
been to hair married
i..rratest men in Elizabethan Engl.- Dr. Foote thought. Since
! .he has spent years "trying 1,
down information about
DR. DOROTHY FOOTE
... "Constant Star" author

iNIVIIIMATION SKETCHY
ce information was sketchy
wasn’t what I wanted to say," Dr.
;.eided "if I can’t find out
Foote noted.
her, I’ll create her life." She
After another complete revision
gut I tried not to stretch
during the summer of 1958, she
felt it was the way she wanted it.
BURBANK
Through all the revisions "I never
lost my fervor for the story itSCHOOL !self," she said.
She then submitted the finished
572 Halsey Ave.
CY 7-7060
manuscript to Scribners. They acStudent Special $99.00

MODELING

rIlk

it St.
tsars

AMERICAN
A AIRLINES
Flight
Stewardesses

!cepted it quite ;in ae omplishrnent for an unknoen vtriter.
The book Wali published this
summer and has been a "notable
succeas." When 3000 copies of a
book are sold, the book Is considered to be a "stoccess;" when
5000 are sold, a "notable sueeetoi," Dr. Foote explained.
Fine thousand copies were sold
during the first six weeks of publication. The book now is in its
second printing, and two movie
studios are considering it.
In addition, Library Journal
chose Dr. Foote to be one of three
new novelists to be featured in
its latest publication.
NEW NOVEL SET
Dr. Foote now is planning a
;mond romantic historical novel;
this one is to be about Sir Walter
Raleigh and his wife, Bess Thmckmorton. She says this book will
have -more substance."
She believes Raleigh has been
’terribly neglected and not prop.rly appreciated. Queen Elizabeth
wasted his talent and King James
or ,,
itlielilberately
planned his execu-

Coed Earns

Although research for the
1 k has been completed, she
said she will not have time to
work on It until next summer.
She estimated the book will take
her two years to complete.
The popular professor noted th!’
her students are enthusiast’
about the novel and tell her whe!,
they see it in local bookstores.
iS rit t.. see Iii,’ spa rtans
Commenting on her literary I play the Rainbow.; in Hannan
Plunge and the fine success of her next year for only pennies a
novel, Dr. Foote concluded: "I’m day?
just overwhelmed!"
Well-er-only 100 pennies H
day for the next year.
A.
The seven-day tour will in-

Pennies a Day

of Educax ion dui, pl...."ekm,
Adds 18 to Faculty

TUESDAY
00ober 13
9 c.m.- 3 p.m.
DE ANZA HOTEL
.7 .oEHIED
A !;,ER IN THE SKY
AWAITS YOU
fin A1,-nture, Travel
it ( floting People
mgle, 20-26 years
r2. I
graduate,
b
, weigh 135pounda
;:ithi"s..i’u.thglesa2e0a/E4v
(contactiRin
I !pies may he considered)
game in and let’s
talk
about
your American
Airline’
Career.
Ysti will lie trained
fabultou.i Stewardess at our
,titt, company expense.College
As a
wardens you II receive
a
in.nerouti salary plus
liberal
eaenaes, travel privileges
for you and
your family.
Openings in inontdint
end future clam*

I

I

,
PATTIE MATTERN
SJS Pan -Am representation

Dr. Irvin Glassman. Princeton
University associate professor of
aeronautical engineering, will be
guest lecturer at an American
Rocket Society banquet meeting
this evening at 7.
The meeting will be at the Old
Plantation, 1030 N. San Antonio
Road in Los Altos. Dr. Glassman
will speak on "The Ram Rocket "
a subject he is researching at
Forrestal Research Canter.
The speaker is associate edii
of the American Rocket Soc.e!
Journal. He also is an authoi
the Princeton Series on

CPS Health Plan
Deadline Today

hotel "e-mutations, side trips to Pearl
I Harbor and other areas, and a
cocktail party for the paltry
SIM of 5333. Food is extra.
Students can deposit $7 each
The Division of Education, San t ion department faculty Sr.’;
ueek for the next 50 weeks at
Jose State’s largest instructional’ Ralph I.. Johnston, instructor at
the Rank of California, Seeond
division, added le new faculty Naches Schools. Washington
and San Carlos Sts., and isili
members to its staff this semester, from 1937-39; Dr. Frank PellISO,
receive $330 In time for the dePres. John T. Wahlquist announ- aSSOCilite professor at West Virparture next year.
Kittle nave:silty from 1956-59.
ced.
Transportation will lw with
The twelve new members, added
Dr. Myron II. Schussman (part.
tothe elementary education de- timel, assistant superintendent for the team in a jet reserved espartment faculty include: Miss instruction from Santa Clara pecially for the tour. The trip
Helen L. Brainard, instructor in County Schools, and William B. Is being sponsored by radio staLos Angeles city schools since Spring, teacher at Terman Junior tion KEEN, San Jose, which
1952; Loren L. Gill (part-time’, High School, Palo Alto from 1954- broadcasts Spartan games.
principal of the M.R. Trace School, 59.
San Jose since 1949: Miss Jane
Joining the librarianship it
Ann Hebler, former teacher in
San Francisco and Burlingame partment faculty are: Dr. Shirle
RENT A TYPEWRITER
tle
schools and an assistant profes- Hopkinson, former member of
Special Student Rate
Mrs.
her.
and
SJS
library
staff;
ColState
Francisco
San
sor at
3 MONTHS $15
P. Norell, assistant professor
lege last year.
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
fro!
University
Illinois
Northern
assoDr. F. Alice Hitchcock.
96 E S,n Fernando
CV 2.7501
ciate professor and kindergarten
Norsupeniseir of Illinois State
mal University. from 1917-59;
John O. Jones, teacher and principal in the Arcata Set I District from 1935-39; Dr. John E.
Xlorian. Instructor at Lohbock
public schools and Te,CHS Technologleal College from 1938-39.
Also in the elementary education department are: Dr. Russell .1
Kent (part-time’, superintendent
of schools, Hillsborough: Dr Fs tiler Mack, assistant professor al
, Washington State University from
.
11953-59; Robert E Newman.
teacher at Atherton, supervisor of
teachers at Stanford from 19as, 59.
Robert J. Ramonda, instruct ’r
at Le Conte School in San Francisco from 1951-59; Neal Royer
4part-timei, assistant superintendent of Campbell Elementary School
District: and Dr. James P. Wilson quirt -time,, principal in the
Stin ’ e Unified Sch,
to the see

Speed Aerodynamics and Jet Pro.
pulsion.
Dinner reservations may be
made by contacting Bernard El.
!
DAvenport 4-3311, Ext. 45391.
!Dinners
are $2.50 each.
I
l The event is open to ARS memtiers and non-members.
--

C P & Q
SERVICE STATION
Pierr,urn Gas and C. at Lowest
of Prices!
Save through our Matmbersh.pl
Open 24 to,
13fh & Julian

Holiday Drive -In

I .

It’s Fun to Save Money
When You Eat at Our
SELF - SERVICE BURGER STAND

California Physician Service h.
plan is 5 p.m. today.
Students may sign up for the
program in the Student All
Business Office, T1116. The fe.
$12 per semester.
More than 400 applications have
been received over last semester’s
total. Applications yesterday totaled 1456 compared with 1021 fin
the spit i:’

Eat - Read - Relax
..DEN
IN OUR

Patronize
Our Advertisers

Right Across the Street
From the CAMPUS

BAKMAS
THE HO’J’,F. CY,’ FLOWERS

AT

4th and San Fernando
OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT

Lill/MI(3n

KBM

NOW BEING
INTERVIEWED

Rocket Researcher
To Lecture Tonight

Hawaii Trip
From Airline
A Illawimin rinliday is in stoie
for Pattie Mattern, San Jose State
song girl, because she has been
selected by Pan American World
Airways to act as campus representative at SJS until her graduation in June.
As representative of the airline,
her duties will be to acquaint women students with the Pan American training program by speaking
to women’s living groups and organizations.
Miss Mattern will receive the
trip to Hawaii after she is graduated.
Various administrators on campus were asked to select girls active in student affairs. These girl,
were interviewed and asked to
write letters describing the program they would use to stimulate
Interest, should they be chosen
campus representative.
Women students who wish to
contact Miss Mattern about careers may leave messages at box
’M" in the Student Union.
Miss Mattern, a senior at SJS,
is majoring in social science. She
Is Rally Committee secretary, vice
president of her sorority, Kappa
Alpha Theta, and also has a 3.3
grade point average.

SPARTAN DATI.Ts

Friday, October 9, 1959

Will Redeem This Ad
For Any 10c Drink FREE

We
CC’
CY2-0462

BoYouThink kr)Ourself?
(PUT THESE QUESTIONS ON YOUR BRAINPAN AND SEE IF THEY SIZZLE’)

...4t#5r4:117,0

O

0

0

CoPtieP,45
ilollywood tudie

16.

Applications Due
for Sophomore
Applications
class committee chairmen arc due
today.
Positions of chairman for the
Financial, Public Relations, and
Program Committees are open.
The position of secretary and
treasurer are also open
Applications may he picked up
in the Student Union. After filling them out, they should to.
placed in the "S" box. accordim;
;
to Bob Gatigi. el..

and all Fraternity and Sorority eventsSpecializing
in graduation and placement photos. Proofs shown
and guaranteed.
(No Apppintmeni Nett.,e-,sarv)

;Y/6

V2N
AT

VAUGHN’S
STUDENT CLOTHING UNION
121 SOUTH 4th . . . "Up the Alley"
SAN JOSE

C

1)0 you think that the old
saw. "an apple a day keeps
ill, doctor away" is (A)
simply a trick to get you to
eat apple,? (11) rough on
the doctor? ((’) a health
precept that can apply to
other fruit, too? (I)) applesauce.?
A-

PULLOVERS
BROWSE THRU OUR NEW $5.95 SELECTION
OF POPLIN, OXFORD, AND POLISHED COTTON SHORT SLEEVE PULLOVER SPORT SHIRTS

STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICE

13..0

If you saw a man on his
hand, and knees in th..
street, aearehing for something, would you (A) try to
told it before he doe.? al)
II him it isn’t worth gut rig
err for? ((’I ask
lem what he’s doing down
there? (I)) rifTer to buy it
frem him when he finds it?
B

El

to avoid ,pending money? (na statement
uneonscimisly revealing an ultra-eonserv
alive attitiole? (I)) an admission that
ynii de,erve as big an income as Pop?
-Drj

is the hest of its kind ever developed, for
finest t obaccotaste..4 thinking man’s filter.
And they know Viceroy delivers a rich,
satisfying taste that’s never been equaled.
A smoking man’s taste.
A thinking man’s filter . . . a smoking
man’s taste. How about you trying

\*iecroys?

’By the way, if you checked (C) in three out
of foor of these questions ...man, you think
for yourself!

ii

’C-- 13’1

CYpress 2-8960

ittitstler

SMART STUDENTS

A

A

15 YEARS YOUR OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER FOR...
Homecoming Queen
Dream Girl
Soph Doll

41 NORTH FIRST ST,

Do you hi.lieve that "what...good enough
for your fat h. r i gond . cough for you"
Ala remark indicating t hat Fat her had
thing,s pretty fancy? (B) a panntal trick

$3.83

Would you choose a filler
rigaret t e because (A) of
what 1, ..aid about the tohaven? , ft) you could hardly
there.? tt
tell the filter
if ha., Ow most advan- i
filler de.ign? (I)) it cla
to filler well beratc,
ia;ies weak?
A’

B

I

Why rlo ,(,n and women who think for
themsel\ . usually smoke Viceroy? Because they’ve found out the Viceroy filter

The Man Who Thinks for Hin-sself Knows
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN’ s FLIER,,. A SWAMI MAN’S IASTE.1
C

4SP.4kT.%N

’Sororities ’Presents’ Tomorro6
Public Invited to Meet Pledges

1ifl T

What’s Doirl
DELTA (*AMNIA
77- A the siste-s of Delta
T
rity
-t the San
Go
Club won ’Knit. Cane
Day. This work is ckne in connectx,n wah the DG’s philanthropy
project Sight Cresservation and Aid
to the Blind
Lir.da Jar.ney has been seleeled
FOR THE SEWING SETTapered sacks and cornpan;on fops
*are co, a rew dress-up look this
year. Tis diHerencis :s the fa.
brie; the riget faor c Can change
a plain Jane ’me a center of
attraction. A tnree-p’ece *mamba! I I) ihg.:otfrkg a g att;g sh;rt
aith open front neck, tapered
slacks of b’ack ..eteen and a
Black and .e.ite tweed overn’ouse can be mane for a nominal cost. Formality combined
w’th etas* ;$ seen in this emera:d
green *ectiteen top (r.) with
bateau neck and dropped
snoAer and the jersey pants in
a b.ue and green print. Persons
aantin9 information about pattern nurebers, cost of yardage,
and local stores may contact the
Spartan Daily c/o the Society
EcUto,

by the Pro Sarrna Kapoa fraternity to run for Homecoming Queen
Sue Evers will represerit the DGa
in the same camtest Wen-:y
and Stephen, Brutar. ,re
:n the Sigma Chi caraest.
DELTA ZETA
Kay Dexter was cheer. to be
Delta Zeta’s candidate for Marne coming Queen contest. Selected .
participate in the Sigma Cr:.
Sweetheart contest are !iarsc) B
tram and Gretchen Meyers.
lit DLET UALL
officers chose?, at last
s election at Dodiey Hail are
Boutin president; Bienda
Bergland rice president: Louise
Pedramuni. secretary; Linda KelCr. treasurer; Sally Kogn stand-. ds chairman: Ruth Meyer. scrap-, a chairman: Wanda aferk.ra
ana Linda Ray. IWHC representa.% es: and Sherry Thorr.pson. pi
’..oty chairman_

PROCTOR’S

stoeking in the car glii%e compartment to clean off windshield,. The abraahe nylon will
do the job in a hurry.
.

..p,t.cit
this week. The
experiments ha.,
17 coaltar colors. also -sod .r.
If men and rats have
and in other cosmetics, are poten- in common. nibbling all di* iaria
tially harmful if allowed to enter may be healthier than eating three
the h.irnan digestive system.
full meals daily.
Dr. Clarence
Cohn. of Chicago’s Michael Reese
The order goes into effect In
Research Institute. reports that
ata,,o -#) days unless the cosmetic
rats permitted to nibble food darind-stry makes a oiccessfal appeal
ing the day picked up about 10
for a hearths,.
per cent total body fat. Rats fed
S 1.Mayha
rxr.-eoTO-e oice meals by stomach tube three times
do. averaged 17 per cent fatty

fit tv:*
G-.1.

CHOOSE THE FINEST

1

1

.r.ta Theta Xi fraternity rerer-o ;.
They are Jerry Barney Bia HasLeigha Church. P.on Dethelsor.
Norm Green and Scott Turner
Ron Ortega is new lia-age. Pled: officers for this semester are Lar:
Swenson. president: Wareham Se.
=kit vice president: Rex Chaprra. secretary treasurer: Denny r
Hart. social chairman. and Elt
Beckman project chairman
The group participated
i,f
change with the
1.y aforiday night

1"1.011111111111ge

Lowest Gas Prices
ETHYL -103+ CCTANE
REG.-90+ OCTANE
Cigarettes 20c
All Major Oils-38c

2000 STATIONS
-

eat:

--’:.-

K %PP% ALPHA THET a

NAPOLI CAFE
ITALIAN SMORGASBORD
all you can eat S1.00
Tuesday thru Saturday 11:00 a.m. 200 p.rr.
SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS 1.00
RAVIOLI & MEATBALLS L25
1.00
HALF & HALF
5:00- 10:00
d’,er a’so
Ocen e’glris
Parking in Rear
950 So FIRST STREET

KAPPA KAPP% I. %%1%1 to,

Poise-n -Ivy

rtry Preeents will be held tdic relatrons cr.a.
tomorrow esening from 7 until 10. time all new pledao
soited Linda Moat Panhellenic pu- rosities will be
public
p.edie The brothers
The e.ent
..rxi pledges will participate ir. ait haose with the e,.. -a
ex:.nar.ge with the Kappa Kappa Omega a
aa- era saracaty Thursday
a--.11 be a
Cl-b. 155
THETA XI

’rZapo,
ho:
11:-K.,i:

ro

-

H,mee,-orang Q
Polly Marcien seoair from Los G],:
Candidates for
heart of Sigma
Margie Hopfer and Pet

7

PIPER

I IN 11,,.1:

SLACKS

includes Caroiyr
dent: Mimi Mina
me Fleischaaer.
’Speck. publicity cr.a.:Than:
elle Ostrom. social ch
Staggs. social co-elm.
ed to serve on the
Women’s Council are Pat al, .
erey. Nancy Douglas. Jeannie 1:
kilos and Barbara Beach.

1!

-

WALLACE STERL ING
WHEN IT COMES TO

cant aria cod cease no
The cosmetic industry
gaed such a ban would
.* r.e
;et; of Its
.
-’ :

STERLING
10:111 GO BEST AT

NO MONEY DOWN
/eretetJ
TERMS TO SUIT YOU
sl O. I tRST STP.EIT, SA14 JOSE
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YESI WE TAKE

osa GOOD FOR 254 ON ANY

harm.
has arseverely
lipsoce

offh iah eyplained that the colors In question had produced
*AP h injuries as anemia and Iher
ailment.., and they sometimes
had Alec toil the gross th rate of
animals.
May:x. r-r. of the 90 per cent
ar
S aornen over 12 who wear
lipstick will begin stockpiling some
of their favorite shades for fear
they aora
:o aOa1e fl the fo.

This may be an irn- MARIAN HALL
The ladies of Marian Hall eh- -officers for the comin; year E.
%%hen taking garments out of Moore. president: -Dock- Grano
moth-ball storage. tumble them vice president: Karen Vitali. secrein an automatic dryer with no tary: and Katie Aberg, treasurer
heat for a few minutes. This will were named. AWS representatives
help remoe the odor of the are Audrey Marsh and Carirr.
Gerarnoni. Standards chairrr.ar.
moth balls.
Pat Clark.
Far a tasty treat which ro,..
little work and no cookina
an ice cream pie in a
lining a refrigerator tray with
graham crackers or cookie crumbs
and freeze ice cream in tray. At
serving time, cut diagonally into
pie-shaped wedges. Note: this recipe is especially tasty as a mid -

Modente Arug Co.
PHARMACISTS

OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT

This Coupon Valid at Alum Rock Onlii

cs-r-,1,-,_--,
g
, quire ’.5-14:3s h

9

i9

"Traditionally Yours’

82 SOUTH FIRST STREET
Fod,

PHONE CYpress

3-7500

SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.

CY 5-5141

1

NOW-2 Stores to
Serve You

LEBANON

PROFESSIONAL

Free Parking

ele

COAST RADIO

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.

.,

FRATERNITIES

wiI(rNI.A ALPHA EP*11.6V
Don Beall will occ
dent’s chair of the
Epsilon fraternity a
Assisting him are Du-:
vice president: Pete Rice a-.
tars: Bob Foster. treasurer: S’
Snell. chronicler: W Hamilton :
ney, herald: Len Perrone chap:.
Jack Davis, correspondent: Jim
7.
L 7 c!..e
Peveler. house manager: Jay V. plant without paying a fortune for haag. social chairman: and
Ifere’ A bird I. th, dri
it’ Try planting a pineapple top in ’1r....os..
pledge warden.
ruo
enthuaiartr. a ho hate dirta a jar of water It will sprout and
sdkiNIA
(HI
a% indhields. Keep an .,Id nabot f
aw.en new brothers were init.ated into the Sigma Chi fraternity this semester. They are Carl
Bunch. Sheldon Crandall, Bill
..._Cpa ria
Romance
1 Stansbeary, Paul Taylor. nfr.k
Tietsort. Conway Tombs o
Vestland Carl T!’;e.r.,-.
a senior commercial ail
PINNINGS
cAP.01.SOLLAV1N1 passed the from Sunnyvale. A spring we :
tradaional candle Monday night to is planned.
anreeinre to her Sigma Kappa sis-’ The traditonal trumpet sounded
s her pinninir to SID THOMP- at midnight at the Catholic Wornos:. sera r marketing major en’s Center announcing the en
TI %a kers
d carol. sera n me- gagement of PAT NOIA and Eft
.1 social worker. fram San LL*CEY. No definite wedding plans
was serenadari by St/FS have been made for Miss NAL a
?
Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
senior general education maior
SHEILA TORT announr:ed her from Alvarado. and Luce:.
.
pinning to ROY SILCOX. to her omare industrial desian
Alpha Phi sorority sisters. by Oa.s. from Martinez. I.ucey attends tio
ing a candle with a sailor dall at- Art /,.r
. :
1,
tached to it Sheila is a senior -nursing major from Coyote. Roy.
a business admiristration major
from Oakland. is in the Navy
Continental Restaurant
r2C S. Fie is in the Alpha Tao
Omega fraternity
MEXICAN
LEBANESE
ENGAGEMENTS
and AMERICAN FOODS
CHERYL PUGMIP.E surprioel
members of Gamma Phi Pieta a hrSHISH-KA-BAS
she blew out the traditional candle
co GI. 5-9519 for Ftieceo
We Cate, to Ilaneei PrO Par...
to announce her engagement to
Sort, Oen% 4.) 0-ga,, la. c.%
Miss Pug-mire
LUKE STAMOS
1098 E. Santa Clara St.
is a senior education major from
-c
Tgesd
while Stamos.
Sutter Creek.
rrprrher of mpha Toe Omeara

DOWNTOWN

VALLEY FAIR

266 So. First
Opp. U.A. Theatre

At "C"
Parking Lot

A

NI

*eat

GRAND OPENING SPECIALS
At Both Stores
Tremendous Discounts
on all L.P.’s Stereos 45’s

PA
ealiteete F FifVF

chi

.e-e-ealy Big One!

’ Friday. October 9.1950

Dodgers Take It!
Bomb Sox, 9-3

regon s Defense
Vs. SJS’ Passing

By GREGORY H. BROWN
Sports Editor
Raiders, sixth ranked in the
Golden
State’s
Jose
San
will attempt to upend the undefeated
glen in passing,
Welifoots in Spartan Stadium Tonight.
regal’ University
pan.
8
is
iskull tinw
Coach Bob Titchenal has "high hopes" that his men
turn the Ducks back (pri their webbed feet. something
Washington State failed to do ear;Word. Utah State and
meeting

ices
TANE
ANE

28c

"We’ll be
r this year.
learn with a tremendous amount
poise.’ Titchenal summed.
any of their players are tried
Bowl veterans
,d tested Rose
have a great deal of ex,ce on their side."
le not out of it by a long
mever," stamped the State
I coach. Titch believes that
lucks are the strongest de,ike team the Spartans will
cet all year.

)NS
s

year in winning but four games.
All -Coast center, Bob Peterson
and 230-lb tackles John Wilcox
and Tom Keele are the main cogs
in the interior defensive wall for
the Ducks.
Titchenal singles out Dick Grayson as the top pass defender for
Oregon. "Grayson’s defensive ability earns him the starting call
over such outstanding backs like
Cleveland Jones and others," Titchenal explained.

TO1’611 DEFENSE
"Mistakes are going to be a big
To bear this out, the Oregon
en held its opponents to a difference in a game like this,"
last
games
points in 10
Titchenal went on. "I think we are
capable of beating Oregon but if
we make any careless miscues
they will beat us."
Emmett Lee will open at the
BEST GAS PRICES
quarter-backing post opposing the
IN SAN JOSE
Ducks’ Dave Grosz, one of the finAT
est on the coast. Lee’s right arm,
SECOND & WILLIAM
which has the Spartans high in
the passing race, will be the key
to the local’s chances. State dedefinately will have to hit through
the air lanes if they hope to take
this one.
Mike Jones and Kent Rockholt
are two Spartans that will sit out
150 E. SANTA CLARA
tonight’s game. Jones with a bustCYpress 2-7726
ed pinkie and Rockholt with an
infection.
FIRST QUALITY MEATS

Sahara Oil Co.

GIL THE SOX PILLGil Hodges earns his .erias
loot by parking a slider pitch of Dick Donovan’s
into the left center stands at the Coliseum.

LUCKY BRAND
sh, Meaty, Skinless

491).

ENERS

PARE RIBS 49*
iii+CHOPS821,.
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Auburn -KY. I
Cal-N.D.

Auburn
N.D.

N.D.

"ii’S’TEW 691,

Iowa -Mb

Iowa

Iowa

Mkh.-Ore, St

Chyle SLATE

Nwest.-Minn
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3-8 4 0 5
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big ones in color for 75e

HOLE IN THE
HEAD’
Frini Sr.,,.
Enna, Pader
Thelma Ctfer

E G. RebinIOM
Carolyn Jones
Keenan Wynn

PLUS
i -lite,tor of
real

ast Train From
Gun Hill’
Kid Doug

- Anthony Quinn

TOWNE
THEATER

14ii THE ALAmEDA
LADY CHATTIRLIEY’S
LOVER’
A Book .. NOW brought
to life on film.
PLUS

’THE BED’
usual student prices

EL RANCHO

*

*

*

THE LINEUPS
Oregon

SJS

(13-8)
Brown

Ore.

11111YFRIR

CENTER CHANGE
Herb Yamasaki is the lone lineup change that Titchenal has installed for tonight’s game. Yamasaki replaces Hank Chamness at
center-linebacker.

GRID PICKS
SJS-Oregon I

9

Top Teams Play
Weekend Games

15 Appledoorn 190 LER 190 Alfenhofen 16
71 L. Donahue 230 LER 206 H. Keel. 77
62 R. Harrah 180 LGR 205 D. Urell 65
64 H. Yemeni; 185 C 190 Peterson 52
640, Eder
200 RGL 205 Willie., 68
77 C. Ennis
220 R GT 211
Wilcox 79
TWO PLATOON
83 D. Colchico 225 REL 190 Kimbrough 85
14
E.
Lee
190
QB 196 D. Gross 10
Titchenal plans to use both units
to turn the trick tonight. "Our 22 D. Huriburt 162 LHR 169 Grayson 30
41 0. C Jerry 192 DHL 180 W. West 20
second unit has come along rapidly 33 J. Paris
ISO F 190 D. Powell 41

(15-9)
Streeter

S.

LSU-Miami

’

(13-81
Matiow

I

Kentucky

I

Auburn

’

Mk+.

Ore. St.

’

Wweetern

N’western

I

Auburn

Iowa

Iowa

I.SU

LSU

Mick

Mich.

N’Westem I

N’western

Ohio St.-Ill. ’

Ill.

III.

I

Ohio St.

Ohio St.

COPT-Wash.S.

Wash. St.

(70P

I

COP

Wash. St.

Purdue-WIN.

Wis.

Purdue

Purdue

Purdue

I

Texas

Texas

Okla.

Texas

Army-Pa. Rt.

Army

Penn. St.

Army

Penn. St.

Stan -Wash. I

Wash.

Stanford

Stanford

49ers-G. Bay ’

49ers

49ers

ti. Bay

Rams-Bears

Bears

Rams

Bears

Tex -Okla.

I

The Los Angeles Dodgers completed the greatest comeback in
baseball history when they beat
Chicago’s White Sox 9-3 to win
the World Series yesterday and
became the first team ever to finish seventh one year and win the
world championship the next.
Thus the West Coast has its
first championship after having the
Dodgers and Giants out here for
the second year and it couldn’t
have happened in a more sensational manner.
Duke Snider started it all with
a two-nun homer off Earl Wynn
in the third inning, hut in the
fourthone of the longest and
most unimaginable in series annalsthe Dodgers Retired six
times, the White Sox three, anti
between them they sent 19 men
to bat and used five pitchers.
The only one of the five vtil,
lid any good was none other than

Soccermen Meet
S.C. in Opener

Wash.
I

G. Bay
Bears

DRY

be

PARTAN DRIVE-IN
est Train from
Gun Hill’
, - ,fly Quinn
- PLUS
’Holiday for Lovers’
.1-...yr features in color.

1435 The Alameda

CT3-9766

LETTUCE
MAYONNAISE
PICKLE

TICO’S TACOS

4th & ST. JAMES

KEROSENE CLUB
365 E

JULIAN

presents

SMOTHERS BROTHERS
Direct from S.F. s Purple
Onion for a local Sunday
nife performance!!

414o . . .
LAMPLIGHTERS

(FRIDAY NIGHT)

A’

BILL CARROLL

(SATURDAY NIGHT)

and his Dixieland Jazz Band
Entertainment and Dancing Nightly

409 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

THANKS SPARTANS
WE’D LIKE TO MAKE YOUR DREAMS COME
TRUE ...BUT WE CAN’T. HOWEVER, WE CAN
GIVE YOU OUR SINCERE THANKS FOR YOUR
COOPERATION AND CONSIDERATION DURING
THE BIG FALL RUSH.
BY THE WAY, OUR GIANT SIZE COLOR
PRINT SALE BEGINS OCTOBER 19TH. ALSO AT
THIS TIME AUTHENTIC BULL FIGHT POSTERS
AND GIANT SIZE BRUSH STROKES WILL GO
ON SALE!

On t Give Up the Ship’
Tho Hangman’

For Fun and Health
Bicycles for Rent

Top Grade Beef

Lots of Room to Study
While You Wait
OPEN 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

PAULS CYCLES

30‘

TOMATO
ONION

ADA’ S LAUNDERETTE
WASH 15e

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTIZERS

HAMBURGERS

University will have a tough time with Miami of Florida hut
the three deep team of Paul Dietzal should win and resume
their top rating next week.
4.
Northwestern, who has come I but they will be up for this game
up with a strong team and a pos- and should win.
sible Rose Bowl contender, is the
choice in the Minnesota fracas.
The Wildcats lost their first string
quarterback, Dick Thornton on the
first play of last week’s game
San Jose State’s varsity soccer
against Iowa and still won 14-10. team kicks off its conference scheThe Texas-Oklahoma game is dule tomorrow at 11 a.m, against
the hardest game of the week to the Santa Clara Broncos at the
prognosticate. Texas Is the num- Spartan track field.
Coach Julie Menendez’s booters
ber four team in the nation and
hasn’t been scored on in three defeated the Broncos 4-1 last year
games this season. Last week when the Broncos finished last in
they made cubs out of the Cali- the conference.
In a practice game here last
fornia Bears, winning by a 33-0
Saturday the Spartans dumped the
swore.
Bud Wilkinson’s Sooners were Broncos, 2-1, on the strength of
beaten badly by Northwestern in Joe Battaglini’s two goals and gave
the first game. A little food-pois- SJS 100 points on the NCAA nau.n..1 i,ti c-iIsPot
onin_

Larry Sherry, who came on tt:
quell the Sox uprising in the fourth
and go on to gain credit for his
second series win. After the fourth,
he was never in serious trouble and
preserved the Dodger margin to
the end.
In their dressing room, the Dodger players gave credit for their
success to a team effort but a lot
of credit should go to the man
who guided them and kept them
together through 154 games, a
playoff and the World Series, Walter Alston,

"DE -LUX"

Ore.
N.D.

LSU

LSU

tilt -It)
Williams

Ore.

Or..
I

’ Hodges’ blow gave the Dodgers the fourth
game of the Series and his all-around play and
hitting sparked the Dodger series triumph.

this year and I would rate them
on an even level with the Oregon
second team," Titchenal stated.
The Spartans first unit should be
well rested for this one, having
played but 12 minutes against Hawaii.
They’ll have to be on their toes,
It’s upset-city this weekend as many close and exciting
however, to slow down Oregon’s
devastating running game center- football games will grace the college circles. Trying to pick
ed around Willie West, all con- some of these games is the first good step to a weekend headference last year, and Art Powell, ache.
the smashing fullback.
The number one team in the nation, Louisiana State

STATE MEAT
MARKET
RETAIL & WHOLESALE

sITAIIIITAN DAILY-5

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"Right On Campus"

SP

sf!TAN 11ATIN

Friday, Odors? NANO

Film Lecture Sunday
By Mexico Explorer
Tickets are $1.50 each and may
he purchased at the Sainte Claire
illtelmsen entitled "Legend n De Anza
hotels in San Jose.
he Lyndon Hotel in Los Gatos or
of the Sierra Madre.’ %sill
it the auditorium door on the
open the Sunday E en i ng
,tvening of the event.
10.-0-(111
Forum
Community
Former British Prime Minister
night Clement Attlee heads the list of
lecture serif.Aber world-famous lecturers who
at 7:30 at Woodrow 11
will appear in San Jose during the
Junior High.
sunday Evening Forum’s sixth
Wilhelmsen’s subject is about
I
season.
region in Mexico which is a preA new plan for financing the
viously unexplored area In the
popular series has been annorthern Sierra Madre Mount,ii,
nounced: For the first thne, searange, only 400 miles south of the
son tickets will he sold, replacArizona border.
ing the freewill offerings of the
Into this area, In 1532, same the
Past.
, Spanish conquistador. Diego HurSeason’s tickets for the series
tado, in search of the fabled Sec’
Cities of Cibola. He disappeared ;ix programs are priced at $8 a
completely in the mountains along piece, $15 a pair, and $4.50 for
with his army of 30 Spanish : students. Checks should be made
payable to the Sunday Evening
knights.
Community Forum. Box 1247, San
Wilhelmsen has devoted two
Jose.
years to the study and exploration of this region and has
brought back his final solution
to the lost army of Spain.
1 film lecture by Round!)

After Game Dance

MARCHICK’S
ARMY. NAVY
Bongos

Ukes

Briefcases

Binders

Drawing

Slide

All

at

Sets

Rules

Discount Prices

Open Thursday Night
223 So. First Street

Department News
RIOLOti Y
The Ecuador "Cat Eye" snake,
found in a bunch of bananas, liked
SJS so well that she presented
the science department with a
clutch of 10 eggs.

GEOGRAPHY -ECONOMICS
The
International
Relations
club met for the first time last
night at the home of Dr. Raymond
Stanley, associate professor of
geography. The group is composed
of students interested in the ecoNATURAL SCIENCE
nomics and geography of interThe annual science overnight national relyons.
will be held in Big Basin State
Park, Oct. 16, 17, and 18. The trip
will feature natural history discussions, lectures, demonstrations and
nature walks.
A "Friendship Tea" for women
Methodist students will be held
The cost will be about $2. StudSunday, at 3 p.m. in Wesley Hall,
ents and faculty and families may
First Methodist Church, Fifth and
attend. Information may be obSanta Clara Streets.
ruined In S127.
The tea is being sponsored by
Kappa Phi, Methodist women’s
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
There are nine nevi faculty club.
Anyone interested should call
members in the Physical Science
Marilyn Terada, CYpress 4-7819.
Department.
PSYCHOLOGY DEPT.
Dr. Robert Zaslow, assistan professor of psychology, will head a
delegation of instructors from SJS
Requirements for membership
attending a symposium on emo- In Alpha Eta Sigma in yesterdons at the Fairmont Hotel in
day’s article on last night’s rush
San Francisco tomorrow.
function were erroneous. The requirements are: at least two
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Dr. Leo Kibby, head of the So- courses in accounting; a grade
Hal Science Department, recently point average of 3.0 in all acreceived a letter from Dr. Earl counting courses completed; and
an overall grade point average
’ampbell, former head of the poiitical science division, telling of of at least 2.0.

Club To Hold Tea

Accounting Error

An after game dance will Lc
held tonight at the Wesley Found- his experiences with the Point
Four program in South America,
ation, 205 E. Santa Clara St.
Dr. Campbell retired from the
The cost will be 25 cents per
SJS staff last year to captain a
person and 40 cents per couple.
team of public administration exThe dance will last until one a.m.
perts in Brazil. With Dr. Campbell is Dr. Dean Cresap, who is on
leave from duties in the SJS poTOO THIN TO TEACH
litical science department.
DENVER 1UPII-Mactinda Mason’s 117 pounds may be distributed well enough to make her a
bonafide beauty queen. but Denver
public school authorities say the
Miss Colorado of 1960 is too thin
to teach.

Three Groups Join
For ’Inner Space’
Exploration Camp

Marlintia is 5’ 6u.i" tall. The nationally recognized health standA student-faculty overnighter
irds, says this means she would
have to weigh at least 124 pounds with the theme, "Exploration of
Inner Space," will be held Friday
jolt
I rwt -::tT1,111
,nd Saturday, November 13 and 14
(t the Redwood Christian Camp,
Boulder Creek.

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
DRY 10c
WASH 20c

Fellowship,
Roger
Williams
Wesley Foundation and Spartan
Y are sponsoring the trip.

Patronize
Our Advertisers

4

as Bogard at Canterbury Club
Much to the relief of the Aero meeting, Sunday, 7 p.m., Christian
Department personnel, the depart- Center, Fifth and San Fernando
ment office is moving from the Sts.
Father Bogard is presently at
"Quail’s Nest" in the top of the
Church, Gilroy. He
aero quonset hut to more com- St. Stephen’s
faculty of the
fortable quarters in B90, accord- was formerly on the
and later
ing to Prof. Thomas E. Leonard, University of Arizona
!Episcopal chaplain at that univerdepartment head.

Today is the last day to pre-

CANTERBURY
AS
Christian Center

Campaign speeches by candidates for Freshman Class officers
makes up its schedule of classes
will be presented at the class meetfrom the list of pre-registrants.
ing, Monday.
Students who try to sign up at
The election will probably be
regular registration will be put on
held Wednesday and Thursday.
the bottom of the list as ’alterThe Industrial Arts Department

nates.

Episcopal Church
SY( vICOS it Trinity, 81 N. 2n4
B.00 a.m. Holy Con,
9.25 and 11:00 art,.
Morning Pray.:
W. B. Murdock, F.
Warren Debenharti F.
ftftwww.1

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS

Students may register with their
advisers or in IA100.

U.O. Rally Tonight
A rally for University of Oregon alumni will be held tonight
at the Hotel Be Anna starting
at 5:30 before the Oregon -San
Jose State clash and continuing
after the game.
The Rev. Phil Barrett, 1940
Oregon graduate, and presently
pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church is in charge of the proceedings.
Over 2400 invitations were
thsalled from the University to
residents in the Peninsula area.

First Methodist
Church

St. Pouts
Methodist Church

FIFTH and SANTA CLARA ITS

TENTH and SAN SALVADOR 515.

Welcomes you to

9:30 a.m. College Church
School Clots

MORNING WORSHIP

MORNING WORSHIP

9 30 a.m. God Speaks Today Reverend Getty, Minister

1100 a.m. -Frontiers of the Kingdom"

11:00 urn. "The Single Minded"

7:15 p.m. Vesper Service

Rev. DONALD A. GETTY, DO,
Minister
Maurice B Cheek. Assoc. Minister

Carl Mehger, Minister of Visitetion

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

w

i 41,

Edwin M. Sweet, Minister

w

BETHEL CHURCH

2nd and San Antonio

Two Blocks from Campus

92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
Holy Comm., n at 7:30
urn,
Every 1 hursday
Office Hours: 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Barbara F. Arnold

Frosh Campaign

register for a industrial arts class.

a

au
deSii le

(in.

"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30 and 11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

t_eru
S11
n(

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SUNDAY SERVICES

Leland R, Keys, Pastor
Chu -,t, phone: CV 4.2873
Horne phone: WHitecliff 8-3764

Si
A
131

9:30 A.M.
10.45 A.M.
6 P.M.
7 P.M.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Semester: World Ethics and Christianity
3rd and San Antonio
The Pink Building

The Rev. George Hedley, Mills
College chaplain and professor of
Tonomics and sociology, will speak
on student values. He will criticize
t hem and show at what level they
should exist.
Cost will be $5.00.

COIN OPERATED - SOFT WATER

The history of the Episcopal sity.
Dinner will be at 6 p.m.
Church will be the topic of a disAquinThomas
Rev.
cussion by the

AERO

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

SI

’Canterbury Hears History Sunday

Eugene W. Ness
Minister of Music and Youth
ANdrews 9-1431

Radio Broadcast Radio KEEN, 1370, Sundays 9:15 9 45
field
tory
or g
by
Sant

r.7A.iCN’N--.5-...,2.0

Santa Clara

San Jose

at Market

Wed
Gills
chaii
Schu

CV 3-3636

Spartaguide

U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT
Open 24 hrs.

171 South 3rd

-r,

11,1)55
Spartan Chi, welcome dance,
Women’s Gym, 8 p.m. to 12 a.m.
’
Psi Chi, meeting, 545 Robin Dr.,
Santa Clara, 7:30 p.m.
TOMORROW
Tri-C Club. roller skating party
niembers and friends, Roller1066 The Alameda, 6 p.m.
ISAY
Roger Williams Fellowship, Bible class, Grace Baptist Church,
10th and San Fernando, 10:30
a.m.: dinner and meeting, 5:45 p.m.
MONDAY
IMC, meeting. CH149, 7 p.m.
Junior Class, meeting, S326,
’11 p.m

4,1

F*N

Th
will
meni
repoi
sean
Calif
Coon
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tory,
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CLASSIFIEDS
Help

Classified Rates
25e a line first insertion
lin succeeding insertions
20c
2 line minimum.
Cell at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16, Tower Hall,
No Phone Orders

Transportation Wonted
Went
gas

from Los Gatos

No.i,

FL

.

d- Mile

firm cea.v. bafffirne sales
-etes Must have car.
CV 4-7105.
r -rson to cook n.ins Msr Thur.

To Place an Ad:

Lost and Found

Wirt,

share

type.
Strayed or sto
Transportation Avollobl
with gold
writer. del ueO’,,
Mm. maroon hey,. One of few models in Driver wants rider from South Palo A
Roy Area. Sentimental value! $50 reward area MWF fsr 8:30 class ,DA 5541’
se quo.. esied. EL 4.3587.
Rooms for Roof
WM Ow person who found
containing CONTACT LENS’
-,0-ns end kitchen pri..;leges across
die Theatre, please return
CV 4.5394.
Speech and Drama Office. Crew ,
dayswk
Rfr and Id
needs lances!
Y 4-3691.
15 reward for the finder of wall.and
wash
SJSC.itch.
k,
.1 If returned wit," -05. Forrest Eaie
MOT

Ca
full.1
30
cour,
must
men(
bers.

’Is to share now 2 -cad. apt..
fons campus. $35 a month.
, -3 444 S 5th, Apt. II.
Two girls to share house with three other
girls. 3 bedrooms, $30 mo. CV 2.7590.
Close to school.
Need 2 girls to share Igo. fur. hse. CV
7-8084
Mal* to share 2-beirrn. house w.th 2 others. 1049 Park $30 per month.
Men wanted to share 2.bdrm house, 11/2
b -.cr.
.
,n rear of 450 S.
Pb
’
.’ ,she. CV 7.8713.
Urgnn.ly needed: Girl to share apt.
, 475 E. William, Apt. 6.

T

puff-

like for kitten

hep ...

like for cat

top ...

like for skirts, and such

Room sod hoard

fabric..,

like fur but it’s Orlon -rile

Room and board: 3 places available in
excellent boarding house. Good food,
towe15 and bedding. 152 S. 9th, Call
CY 4.0947.

colors..,

like beige, Loden green, red

sizes ..,

like small, medium, large

price ...

like nothing at all

Autos for Solo

1954 Ford 4-door sedan. Sharp. 123H.
Row, it,. and brks. Fordamatic, 0. cm..
et. paint, W -W tines. $675. CV 4.2739
,
i P.
Found-Ledv wntch
after 4 p.m.
Tower f
Aportmetnts for Roof
’63 Ford Victoria, now paint, good con.
Special Notices
2-Istirm. Ws. 1/4blk. from dition. 5500. AN 9-5022.
Ushersirpets. all elec. Ifitch. Icts
Mlocollonooes for Sok
.rr
Cf 7.7653, AL 2.1889, 421
r So. frm.’ortio.
II Cushman, exc. cond. only 600 miles.
Fon Apt. for singles or groups. New Call ES 7-8596 after 6 p.m.
f.’ectric, Wall to wall carpet, Underwood portable typewriter. like new.
Will PATTI ITINLI
.S. CV 4.9042, Les Kirby, $60. CV 2 6735
Fres Rent of furn. apt to 2 r..
Clarinet, like new, $75. Call Marjorie
boys in exchange for amwerirg phom. Fu’ fished apt 4 or 6 ,,nn Kitchen priv Harrison. CV 44748.
a6780.
IC%
nights. CL 8 2735.
Phonograph, Webcor Festival. automatic,
3 -speed. new diamond needle. 45 adapShare Rentals
Help Wented-Fentale
tor, portable, 100 records, mostly LP’sKingston
’Trio. Peter Gunn. Frank Sinatra,
1
s hrs. i or 2 male students to shore apt.
,
,
Telephone soliciting,
CV 2.0638, after
from campus. Call CV 4.7783 after lots of good jazz.
daily. Pi,.1 y0, h.’. N,
12:30 p.m.
MacAbee. CV 4 150;.
3 pm.

call
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